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attitudesto preciselythis sameobject,can supposeit, deny it nrrd
so on.
Stout does not mean that there is a .world of possibilitior,
which is quitedistinctfrom the world of particularexistences:
.ll
the contrary, he insists on thet close interconnexion. Evcry
possibilityis possibleonly relativelyto certainconditions:it nr'y,
for example,bea mathematical
possibilitybut yetbemechanicllly
impossible.
But if thepossiblethusdependson theactual,so aho.
Stoutargues,theactualdependson thepossible:to be actualis tn
be 'possiblein all ways'. The actualis a realizedpossibifity.
A fuller expositionof this view must connectit with Stoul,r
theory of universals,and that we shall discussin a later chaptcr.
The importantpoint, for the moment,is that Stout'swork, front
the beginning,is closely concernedwith the kind of quesliorr
which Brentanoand Meinong had brought to the attentionof
philosophers.Like them, he was concernedto defend and
to
examinethe conceptof objectivity.And Stout, we must r€fi€ffi.
ber, taught both Moore and Russellin the days when he wnl
working on his Analytic psychology.In a variety of ways, tholr
philosophyis continuouswith Stout's.
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CHAPTER 9

Moore and Russell
'Moonn and Russell'- the conjunctionis inevitable.Nor is this
nrerelyan historian's stereotype.Russell, then completing his
undergraduatestudiesat Cambridge,diverted his younger contcmporary,Moore, from classicsto philosophy;Moore led that
attackupon Idealism,particularlythe Idealismof Bradley,which
lirst won for Moore and Russelltheir reputationasphilosophers.
'l do not know that Russellhaseverowed anythingto me except
nistakes,'Moore writessomewhatruefully, 'whereasI haveowed
to his publishedworks ideaswhich were certainly not mistakes,
:rndwhich I think very important.' Russellgivesa different,and
: 'He took theleadin
rnoreaccurate,
accountof their relationship
robellion,and I followed, with a senseof emancipation.'l
Yet the two men were very different. In his Autobiography
Mooremakesa confessionwhich givesus an importantclue to
lhe understanding
of his teachingand his influence:'I do not
would everhave
think,'he writes,'that the world or the sciences
suggested
to me any philosophicalproblems.What hassuggested
problemsto me is thingswhich other philosophershavesaidabout
theworld or about natural science.'Locke, Berkeleyand Hume,
in their various ways, begin from Newton; Green, Bradley,
Ilosanquetand SpencerhaveDarwin at the back of their minds;
Moore'sphilosophy,on the other hand, is curiouslyremotefrom
our time.NeitherFreud,norMarx, nor
lhe'greatcontroversies'of
l:instein,so far as one canjudge,hasaffectedhis thinking in the
lcast.He is a'philosopher'sphilosopher'if evertherewas one.2
Russell'sphilosophy,on the other hand, movesin an atmoslrlrerethick with science.His first book was on GermanSocial
l)antocracy(1896); his second bore the title An Essay on the
litanf,alisw of Geometry(1897).Philosophyfor him is continu,rrrs with social, psychological, physical, and mathematical
rnvestigation.When he is technical,as in, say, ThePrinciplesof
Aluthematics(1903),his free use of mathematicalsymbolsprotlrrcesin the ordinary reader the feeling that if this is incompreI'r:rrsible,
it is for only-too-familiarreasons.Moore is almostnever
201
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technical,in this sense;no writer has ever sought so
to achieveutter clarity and utter simplicity, unlessit be
Stein. And yet, sturdy defenderof common sensethough lto lJ
the point and the method of Moore's philosophy are scttrtp|
intelligibleto the ordinary educatedreader.W. B. yeats wrott tr
T. S. Moore :r 'I find your brother extraordinarilyobscuro'I th*
is the reaction of a literary man, who expectsa philosophorI
discusslarge questionsin a large way. As John Wisdom
out, the scientistis likely to be no lessdisconcerted.,Mooro of,lf]
a gameof Logic, and a peculiarone at that for it lacksmuch tll|f
gives satisfactionin ordinary logic and mathematics.In lt nO
architectureof proof is possible,and with that goes too thl
Q.E.D. with its note of agreementachievedand triumphant d||1
covery'.4Yet Moore has a great deal to offer to thosewho
felt the fascinationof his drastichonesty- difficult though it lf
convey that fascination,or that honesty,by meansof
When he brought together,inhis PhilosophicalStudies(
thoseof his contributionsto philosophywhich he thought
of preservation,he includedneitherhis early articlesin Mind
the Proceedings of the Aristotelian Society nor his
to Baldwin's Dictionary of Philosophy and Psychology,

indeed, he condemnsin his Autobiography as 'ex
crude'.But he alsotellsus that he'took greatpains'over
early writings; and if the theory they expoundwas one he
abandoned,it has nevertheless
madeits mark on English
ophy, partly through Russell's adherenceto it. In i
respects,furthermore,it set the problemswhich many
centuryphilosopherswere particularly to explore.
Of those early articles the most important is 'The NeturG
Judgment' (Mind, 1899).Bradley'sPrinciplesof Logic is its
of origin. Bradley, Moore thought, had not been

ruthlessin his dealingswith Locke'sdoctrinethat judgementr
about 'ideas'. Althouefi he had at times written as il
are about what ideasmean,at other times one would gathcr
the ideaitself- as a psychicphenomenon- is an ingredientin
judgement. The former, Moore argues, is the only tenable vi

judgementsare not about'our ideas'but aboutwhat those
point to - what Bradleycalleda 'universalmeaning' and
a'concept'.
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The'concept', Moore maintains,is 'neither a mental fact nor
nnypart of a mentalfact'. No doubt it is what, in our thinking,we
tuke as our object: but if it did not exist independentlyof our
thinking, there would be nothing for us to think about. Like a
Itlatonicform, which it closelyresembles,the concept is eternal
und immutable; that is why, Moore says, it can appeaf,as an
identical ingredient in a number of different judgements, linking
tlremin chainsof reasoning.
Moore's pu{pose,in this essay,is much like Brentano'sand
Meinong's:to maintain the objectivity and the independenceof
objectsof thought. His starting-point,one must again insist, is
llradley, not the British empirical tradition; there was in Bradlcy's Principles of Logic, as we have already noted, an antipsychological
tendencyto which Moore fell heir. The break with
Itritish empiricism in Moore's early work could, indeed, scarcely
be a cleaner one. According to the empirical tradition a concept
is an 'abstraction', which the mind manufacturesout of the raw
material supplied by perception. Moore axgued' in complete
contrast, that 'conceptions cannot be regardedfundamentally asrbstractionseitherfrom thingsor from ideas,sinceboth alike can'
il' anything is to be true of them, be composedof nothing but
concepts'.A'thing', on this view, is a colligation of concepts;a
pieceof paper,for example,is whitenessand smoothnessand . . .
Yet a relation between concepts, Moore also says, is 'a proposition'; he is preparedto acceptthe inevitable consequencethat
u 'thing', a 'complex conception', a'proposition', are different
namesfor the sameentity. On this foirndation,he constructshis
theory of truth. Accorping to the conventional view a proposition
is true when it correspondsto reality. There is here involved a
contrastbetweenthe true proposition- commonly thought of as
I set of words or a set of ideas- and the 'reality' it represents.
Moore, on the other h'and,identifiestruepropositionand reality.
'Once it is definitely recognized,'he wrote in his article on
'Truth' in Baldwin's Dictionary., 'that the proposition is to
tlcnote not a belief (in the psychological sense),nor a form of
words, but the object of belief, it seemsplain that it di-ffersin no
rcspectfrom the reality to which it is supposedmerely to corrcspond,i.e. the truth that "I exist" differsin no respectfrom the
correspondingreality "my existence".'
203
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What then, if not .correspondence
to reality,, is the distinguish.
ing characteristicof a true as distinct from a i.atr" propo.itioni
Moore answersthat truth is a simple, unanalysable,
intuitablc
' property, belongingto certain propositions
and not to others,l
thesis which Russell also defendedin his articles
on tvteinoni
(Mind, l9M)..Some propositions,,he there
wrote, .are true and
somefalse,just as somerosesare red and some
white.,
Any other view, Moore argues,presumesthat we can
somehow
get beyondrelationsbetweenconceptsto
a reality which sustainc
them - and this is impossiblein principle. To .know,
is to bo
awareof a proposition,i.e. a relation betweenconcepts;
thus wo
cannot possibly know anything which .lies beyond,
concepts.
This is true, he maintains, even in the case of
knowledge'bJ
perception.Perceptionis simply the cognition
of an existintial
proposition - for example, the proposition
that .this papor
exists'. Such a proposition, on Moore,s analysis
of it, relaioc
concepts;it assertsthat the conceptswhich make
up tiis papei
are related to the concept of existence.Whereas Brentano
had
argued that all propositions are existential in form,
Moorc
regardsthem all as assertingrelationsbetweenconcepts.
This, then, is the theory of reality and the theory of
truth from
which Moore and Russellset out, and againstwhich,
in certaiu
respectsalthough not in others,they were strongly to
react. Tho
world is cornposedof eternaland immutableconcepts;proposi.
tions relateconceptsoneto another; a true propositionpredicator
' truth' of sucha relation of concepts,and is . a lact' or
a reality,.
one other striking featureof rhe Nature of Judgment
deserveg
attention: the stressMoore placeson .logic, _ and what goes
with
it, his willingiressto follow his dialecticrh"r"u". it leads
him. .I
am fully aware,' he wrote of his theory of existence,.how
paradoxicalthis theory must appear.But it seems
to me to follow
from premisesgenerarlyadmitted,and to havebeenavoided
only
by lack oflogical consistency... . I haveappealedthrouefiout
to
the rules of logic; nor if anyone rejects these, should
I have
,cnuch to fear from his arguments.An appeal to the facts is
useless.'Moore wasto movea very long way from the sentiments
expressedin this passage.
Russell,inhis Autobiography,hasmad.eit clear what Moore,s
earlier theory meant for Moore and for himself. It wasabove
all a
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liberation from Bradley's 'Absolute' and Bradley's relegation,
from the standpointof the Absolute,of the world of everydaylife
to the realm of appearances.'With a senseof escaping from
prison,' Russellwrote, 'we allowed ourselvesto think that grass
is green,that the sun and the starswould existif no onewasaw€ue
of them, and also that there is a pluralistic timeless world of
Platonic ideas. The world, which had been thin and logical,
suddenly becamerich and varied and solid.'
Russell's own world, as we shall see' was to become progessivelymore 'thin and logical'. But Moore never lost his senseof
wonder and relief at being able to believe in the reality of the
everydayworld; and he was determined not to be driven out of
his hardly-won Paradise.Those who, like most of his younger
critics, have never felt the attraction of Idealism, those for whom
it has neverbeen a 'living option', fnd it difficult to understand
Moore's philosophy; they convert him into a defender,in their
own and Wittgenstein'smanner, of 'ordinary usage'. But it is
ordinary beliefs, not usage as such, that he wants to defend.
Unlike his critics, he thinks they need defence.Moore had himself argued in his earliest writings (Mind,"l897-8) that 'time is
unreal'. He had heard McTaggad saythat 'Matter is in the same
position as the gorgons and the harpies'. He was not to be
persuadedthat he and McTaggart were merely 'recommending
a changein our ordinary linguistichabits'.s
At the sametime, there wereserpentsin this Paradise,and they
soonmadetheir presenceobvious.In a seriesoflectures,delivered
(and studied,in part, by Russell)in l9l0-11 although not publisheduntil 1953,014oot" explainswhy he abandoned,for all its
advantages, his identification of true propositions and facts.
When we assert,for example, that 'lions do really exist', we are
sayingmore, he cameto think, than that a proposition we happen
to believe has the unanalysable property of being true; the
'substance'of a fact, as we might loosely expressthe matter,
does not consist in a proposition together with its truth. A
second, and more fundamental, objection is that there & not
seem to be propositions at all, in the sensein which the theory
demandsthem.7
The caseof the falsebelief led Moore to this conclusion. On the
propositional theory, there must Dea proposition for us falsely to
205
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believe in, even although this proposition has the peculiar prop.
erty of being false. In fact, however, so Moore argues, it is
thO
very essenceof a falsebelief that we believewhat iszot. As
Ru&
sell put the same point in The problems of philosophy
ff Sf2i,
when othello falsely believes that Desdemonaroves cassio
hll
belief is false just becausethere is no such object as Desdemoru
IovesCassio;if there were suchan object, as on the propositionfl
theory there has to be, Othello's belief would be true, not
falso.
Once we come to reahze that a false belief is not a belief
in r
proposition, it seemsnatural to deny, also _ or so
both Mooro
and Russell thought - that a rze belief has a proposition
as ltt
object. 'Belief,' so Moore sums the matter up, ,never congiltl
in a relation between ourselvesand somethingelse (the proporl.
tion) which is believed.,In fact, .there are no propositions,.
Moore admits that although he is now quite convinced that .t
believep' doesnot asserta relation betweenan act ofbeliefand
l
proposition, he cannot discover any alternative analysis
whicb b
not open to serious objections. yet he does know, he thinks,
ll
what range of possibilities a solution must be found. It is int
disputable, he argues, that the truth ofp consists in its .corrot
pondence' to a fact, and that to believep is to believe that
it thul
corresponds;the philosophical problem is to give a clear
of this correspondence.We must not, he exhorts us, let
philosophical argument, however difficult it may be to answd
convinceus that 'there is really no suchthing' asconespondenco;
we know thereis, although we do not know - this is our probleqt
how to describeits nature.
Thus the general movement of Moore's thouglrt is away from
giving answerstowards settingproblems.Metz describedhim as
t
good questioner but a bad answerer,and Moore pleads guilty
to
the charge.But he is convinced,at least, that he has come to goc
what the problem is, and that this is a point of the first import,
.thgt
P*: jJt appearsto me,' he wrote in PrincipiaEthica (1903),
in Ethics, as in all other philosophical studies,the difficulties and
disagreements,of which its history is full, are mainly due to I
very simple cause, namely the attempt to answer questionfl
without first discovering what question it is which you desiro to
answer.' If Moore was to be a questioner, he was determinod to
be a good questioner,no easymatter.
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Moore's attitude to the classical 'problem of the external
world' underwent a transformation parallel to his theory of
truth. In this case,too, he beganfrom a point of logic. 'To say
thata thing is relative,'heroundlyassertsinhisarticleon'Relative
and Absolute' in Baldwin's Dictionary,'is alwaysto contradict
younelf.' By this he did not mean that relations in themselves,
as Bradley had thought, are self-contradictory. On the contrary,
it is the Bradleyian conception of 'relative existence' which
Moore is attacking.To assertthat a thing'has no meaningapart
from its relations' or 'would not be what it is apart from its
relations' is, Moore argues,to distinguishthe thing itself (as #)
from its relations, in the very act ofdenying that sucha distinction
is intelligible. Moore is here defending 'external' relations, as
againstthe theory of intemal'relations which he ascribesto the
British Idealists.E'The writers influenced by Hegel,' he says,
'(hold) that no relation is purely "external", i.e. fails to affect
theessenceof the things related, and the more nearly it is external,
the less real are the things it reliates.' Moote, in contrast, is
arCuing that the essenceof a thing is always distinct from its
relations.Nothing, therefore, can be 'constituted by the nature of
the systemto which it belongs'- this is the main point which
Moore and Russellurge againstBradley's monism. To be at all is
to be independent. Moore chose as the epigraph to Principia
Ethicaa quotation from Butler:'a thing is what it is and not
another thing' a quotation which summarizesthe character of
his oppositionto monism.
This is the background to Moore's classical'The Refutation of
Idealism' (Mind, 1903,reprinted h Studies).cThe importance of
that essayto the Realist movement can scarcely be overestimated, evenif Moore, ever his severestcritic, was to write (1922)that
'it now appearsto me very confused,as well as to embody a
great many downright mistakes'. And it is historically important
in anotherrespect:it is the first exampleof that minute philosophical procedure, with its careful distinction of issues, its
insistencethat this,not that, is the real question- wherethis and
that had ordinarily been regarded as alternative formulations of
the sameproblem - which was to be Moore's distinctive philosophical s$e, exercising, as such, a notable influence on his
successors,particularly at Cambridge.
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Thus he begins by explaining precisely what in The Refutatlon
of ldealismhe hoped to accomplish.He is not, he says,diroctty
criticizing the central Idealist thesis- that 'Reality is Spirituali
His objectiveis a more limited one. There is, he thinks, a certaln
proposition which is essentialto all Idealist reasoning,
although
it is not sufficientto estabrishthe Idealist conclusion.It is
thh
proposition - that to be is to beperceived- which he
setsout to
criticize. If he can show that it is falsethen, he says,the Idealirt
thesismay still be true, but certainly caDnever be proved
to bo
true.
The Refutationof ldealism,then, is an attempt to demonstrato
the falsity of to be is to be perceived.But there are further
dir.
tinctions to be made: the Idealist formula, Moore says,is highly
ambiguous.He concentratesupon what he takes to te its pnil
osophically important interpretation. The formula asserts,
on
this interpretation,that if anythingx is known to exist,the conro.
qu€nceimmediately follows that it isperceived.Thus
understood,
to be is to be perceivedisnot a mere identity: if beingpercelvetl
follows from being, these two cennot be identical. lO""tistl,
Moore argues, have not generally recopized that this is
ro,
Although they profess to be giving information wheu thoy
iurnounce that to be is to beperceived,they haveat the samefima
proceededas if being and beingperceivedare identical, so that
thf
basicIdealist formula needsno proof. And this means,he sayt,
that they have not clearly seen the differencebetween,for or.
ample; being yellow and,being a sensationof yellow,
SomeIdealists,Moore will admit, have explicitly maintainod
tlrat there is such a difference.But they have at the sametimo
tried to suggestthat it is .not a real difference,,yellow and tho
experienceof it being so connectedin an .organic unity'
Moore's b€tenoire - that it would be .an illegitimateabstraction,
to distinguishthem at any but the level of phenomenalappear.
ance.Moore will havenone of suchfacing-two-ways..The prin.
ciple of organicunities,,he writes, .is mainly usedto defendthc
practice of holding both of two contradictory propositionr,
wheneverthis may seemconvenient.In this, as in other mattcru,
Hegel's main service to philosophy has consistedin giving r
name to, and erectinginto a principle, a type of fallacy to which
experienceliad shownphilpsophers,along with the rest of man.
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kind, to be addicted. No wonder that he has followers and
admirers.'Contempt for Hegel, and for Hegelian 'subterfuges',
was indeed to be a regular feature of the movementof thought
which Moore led at Cambridge- for all that, or perhapspartly
because,it was McTaggart's University. As against the Hegelian
'it is, and it isn't', Moore demandsa plain answer to a plain
questionoisit, or is it not?'
Moore admits,however,that thereare specialreasonswhy one
may be persuadedthat yellow is identical with the sensationof
yellow.Whenwe examineour cognitiveacts,he says,'that which
makesthe sensationof blue a mental act seemsto escapeus; it
seems,if I may use a metaphor, to be transparent- we look
throughand seenothing but the blue'. For all this transpaxency,
Moore is confident that the differencebetweenact and object
nonethelessexists: a sezsation of blue anda sensationof red have
something in common, consciousness,and this must not be
confused,as both Idealistsand agnosticsconfuseit, with what
differentiatesthem - their object,blue or red.
The 'true analysis', he argues,of a sensationor an idea is
that it is a caseof'knowing' or 'being awareof' or 'experiencing' something.To say that we are 'having a sensationof red',
as red, nor is
on this view, is not to dessribeour consciousness
it to assertthe existenceof some kind of 'mental image' - to
havea sensationof red is just to be awareof somethingred. The
traditional problem of epistemology:'how do we get outsidethe
circle of our ideas or sensations?'is, Moore concludes,no
problem at all. To have a sensationis alreadyto be outsidethe
circle: 'it is really to know somethingwhich is as really and truly
not a part of my expeience,its anythingwhich I ciln ever know.'
If this were not so, il being aware were not an awarenesso/
something,we could nevercome to be awareevenof our awarewithout our
ness;therewould only be a certainkind ofawareness,
evenbeing awareofthat fact.
The questionstill remains:what is this'something'of which I
am aware? In The Refutation of ldealism it caa be, although it is
not always,a physicalobject.But in 'The Nature and Reality of
Objectsof Perception'(PAS, 1905,reprinted in Studies),Moore
distinguishessharply betweenwhat we 'actually see' and that
physical object which we ordinarily believe that we directly
2@
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perceive.When we assertthat we 'see two books on a shelf,, all
we 'actually see', a@ording to Moore, are coloured patchol
existing side by side - thesebeing examplesof what he later camc
to call 'sense-data'. He explains in Some Main problems ol
Philosophy why he prefers this expression .sense-data, to tho
more usual 'sensations'.'Sensation', he says,is misleadingbe.
caqseit may be used either to mean my experiencingof, say, t
patch of colour or to mean the patch of colour itself; Moore ir
most anxious to distinguish the experiencing from the expen
ienced.For he has not abandonedthe principal doctrine of ?%a
Refutationof ldealism: it is not the essenceof a sense-datumto bo
perceived.It is at least conceivablethat the patch ofcolour which
I perceive should continue to exist after I ceaseto perceive it,
whereasit is a mere identity that my experiencing of the patch
ceaseswhen I ceaseto experiencethe patch.
In this resp@t, then, Moore's 'sense-datum'is quite unlikl ,
Locke's'idea'.lo It is not 'in the mind'. Moore has still to meol
all the same,the objectionswhich Berkeleybrought againstLocko,
If all that we seeis a coloured patch, what evidencecan we havc ,
that there are three-dimensionalphysical objects?
Moore's answer is that we do not need evidence that thcfb r
are physical objects, since this is something we already know;
In 'The Nature and Reality of the Objects of perception' ho I
alreadywriting with approval of Thomas Reid; in his later articlot
he has more obviously thrown Reid's mantle over his shoulden,
particular"lyin 'A Defenceof Common-Sense'(1925)and ,ThC
Proof of an ExternalWorld' (PBA, 1939).rr
He knows with certainty, he writes in .A Defence of Commoa.
Sense',that the common-senseview of the world - which he sctt
out in somedetail - is true; he knows, for example,that there a$
living human beings with whom he can communicate.Any phll.
osopher who tries to deny that anyone exists except himsolf
presumesthat there is such a person in the very act of trying tO
communicate his denial. Indeed, even to speak, however slighh
ingly, of the 'common-senseview' is alreadyto admit its truth:
this phrasehas no senseunlessthere arepeople who hold viewsln
common,i.e. unlessthe common-sense
view is true.
ln his Proof of an External l4/orld Moore's argument is mort
direct - so direct, indeed, that it created something of a scandal.
2lo
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It 'appealsto fact', in the mannerhe had, in his earlier writings'
condemnedas quite inappropriate in philosophy. But the form of
his argument had been foreshadowedas early as the 19lO-11
lectures.Then, in criticizing Hume, he had reasonedthus: 'if
Hume's principles were true, I could never know that this pencil
exists, but I do know this pencil exists, and therefore Hume's
arguments cannot be true.' This, he admits, looks like a mere
evasion,a begging of the question; but in fact, he says' it is a
perfectly good and conclusive argument. We are much more
confident that what confronts us exists than we a^rethat Hume's
principles are correct; and we are entitled to use the facts we are
confident about as a refutation of his argument. Similarly in his
Proofof an External lVorldMoore describesasa'good argument'
for the existence of things external to us the fact that we can
indicate such objects. 'I can prove now,' he wrote, 'that two
human hands exist. How? By holding up the two hanG, and
saYing,as I make a certain gesturewith the rigbt hand "Here is
one hand", and adding,as I make a certain gesturewith the left
hand "and here is the other".'
But even if it be possible,in this fashion, to demonstratethat
physical objects exist, the question still remains how they are
relatedto what we'actually see' (or tast€,or feel, or smell)'Two
things seem to him, as to Stout, to be perfectly clear: that the
immediate objects of our perception are sense'dataand that we
know there are physical objects. What puzzleshim is how what
we immediately perceiveis related to what we immediately know'
Take such a statementas 'this (what I am directly perceiving) is
part of the surfacebf my hand'. There is, Moore feels confident,
somethingwhich we are immediately perceiving; and he is confindent also that there is a hand, and that the hand has a surface'
But he seesdifficulties in saying either that what we immediately
perceiveis itselfpatt of the surface of the hand, or that it is an
:appearance'of such a part, or' in Mill's manner' that the 'surface of the hand' is no more than a compendious narne for a
series of actual and possible sense'data' Different people con'
frontingthesamesurfaceatthesametimeexperiencesense-dat
which Lnnot, Moore thinks, all be a part of the surfaceof the
hand - some seea smooth patch, some a rough patch, and the
surfacecannot be both rough and smooth.And thereseemsto be
2lr
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no good reasonfor giving preferenceto one suchsense-datumand
calling it 'the surface itself'. yet to regard the sense-dataal
'appearances'of the surfaceis to raise all the familiar problemt
of 'rept'esentative
perception'. Mill's solutionnMoore considere,
is qo better; impossibly complicated in detail, it has the addi:
tional disadvantageof conflicting with our .strong propensity' to
believethat the existenceofthe hand is independentofany actual
or possible perception of it. .The truth is,' Moore wrote lo
'Some Judgments of Perception' (pl^t, 1918, reprinted in
Studies),'I am comple(elypuzzled as to what the true answer
can be.'Nor has he eversubduedthat senseofp'rz"ls1pao1.
Yet, as in the case of truth and belief, he is not going to bc
browbeaten by philosophers into denying what he does kaowr,
that there are sense-dataand that there are physical objectc,
Once more, he would expresshis uncertainties by saying that
atthoughhe knows quite well that propositionslike .this is thc
surface of a hand' can be true, he does not know in what their
'correct analysis' consists- In this distinction between truo
propositions and their aaalysis, many of Moore's followen
thought they could detect a theory about the nature of philos.
ophy. Thus John Wisdom wrote of Moore, to his indignation,
that accordingto him 'philosophy is analysis,.And it is easyto
sebwhy Wisdom should come to this conclusion.
Not only does Moore constantly employ an analytic metho4
not only does he suggestthat the real problem, in a variety of
cases,is that of 'discovering an analysis', but in 'The Nature and
Reality of the Objects of Perception' he explicitly argues that
differences in their mode of analysis are what distinguishor
philosophers one from another. All philosophers agree,he thero
maintains,that'hens lay eggs'; one affrms, however,and another
denies that such propositions can be analysed into statementg
about relations between sets of spirits. Nevertheless, Mooro
hotly denies that he identifies philosophy with analysis. And
clearly the defenceof common-sense,to take only one instance,it
not in.itself analysis.The fact remainsthat Moore's use of tho
analytic method did much to fx the philosophical style of a gen.
eration of Cambridge philosophers.
What does Moore mean by 'analysis'? That is not an easy
question to answer; perhaps the best explanation is contained in
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Moore's reply to a critical article by C. H. Langford - 'Moore's
Notion of Analysis' - n ThePhilosophyof G. E. Moore. To give
an analysisof a concept, Moore there suggests,is to discover
someconcept which is the sameas the concept being analysed,
but which can be expressedin a different way, by referring to
conceptswhidt were not explicitly mentioned in the expressions
usedto refer to the original concept.l2An examplemaymakethis
explanation clearer: male sibling is a correct analysis of brother;
the two concepts are identical, and yet the concepts mentioned
in the expression'male sibling' axenot mentionedin 'brother'.
for whom to
Moore doesnot agreewith those of his successors
'give an analysis'is to describe'how to usea certainexpression'.
It is concepts, not expressions,which are analysed, he thinks,
and they are analysedby concepts,even although analysiswould
be impossible were it not that different verbal expressionsare
usedto refer to the sameconcept.He frankly admits, however,
that he cannot explain at all clearly how it happens that by
pointing to the identity of two conceptswe can provide informa'
tion about one of them. Nor can he sharply distinguish what he
asserts,and what he denies,to be 'an analysis', so as to explain
why, for example,havingtwelveedgesis not 'a correct analysis'
of being a cube, Dissatisfaction with Moore's uncertainties on
thesepoints, it would appear,did somethingto drive his succes.
sorsin a more 'linguistic' direction.
Dissatisfaction with Russelltshad the same effect; but arose
from somewhat different sowces. Russell and Moore grew ever
further apart asthey.developedphilosophically: the vast murals of
Russell'sHistory of lYestern Philosophyor of Human Knowledge:
Its ScopeandLimits (1948)are as remote as can be from Moore's
carefully wrought miniatures. In this matter the sympathy of
very many of the younger philosophers is with Moore. Russellfor all his criticism of over-bold generalizations* - belongs in
*Most notably in Oar Knowledge of the Exterwl llorld as a Field for
Scientif.c Method in Phtlosophy (1914).The new spirit in philosophy' he says'
consists in'the substitution ofpiecemeal, detailed and verifiable results for
l0rge untested generalities recommended only by a certain appeal to the
imagination'. This is an admirable statement of the point of view of a great
many of his contemporaries, but Russell's own philosophy certainly does
not consist of'piecemeal results', whether or not it is composed of'large
untested generalities'.
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spirit to that tradition of philosophy which conceivesit as .tra
scienceof sciences,.To the austere minds of his younger
con.
temporaries there is something almost indecent in so
bold f
display of speculativeambition. They will admit th€ importanot
of 'th9 earlier Russell', the Russell of the early years of the
con
tury, but passby his later books with averted ey;s.
Yet there has been no great change in Russell,s manner
ol
a_pproachto philosophy; from the very beginning, in his
/
Critical Expositionof thephilosophyof Letbntz(tW), he displayf
those characteristicswhich now provoke shock and Aismay,
tit
sees in Leibniz's physics, for example, something continuoul
with, not cut off from, philosophy. It is at once obvious
that
Russell is trying to link together apparently diverse phenomcnl
as instances of a general law, in the manner of that scientiflo
tradition which frst came into vigorous growth, in modeE
Europe, in the seventeethcentury, and in striking contrast
to thO
ditrerentiating habits of the scholasticismagainstwhich it forcibly
reacted and into which, in philosophy at least, it shows
somi
signs ofreturning. It would not be absurd to proclaim Russell .l
.
modern Descartes'or a modern Leibniz', a descriptionwhich
nO
one, for better or worse, coulil possibly apply to Moore.
t
A qecond,immediately apparent, feature of Russell,sLeibntt
is his unusual appreciation of Cootinental scholarship and
Conr
tinental speculation. There is no trace of insularity in Russellg
3nd he is always ready to admit, even at times to exaggerate,hh
indebtednessto his predecessors.His work displays, indeei,
I
quite unusual capacity for learningfrom his fellow-philosophen,
even when they are foreigners, a capacity which has Urought
i
certain amount of opprobrium about his head and certainly
complicatesthe task of a historian.
Thirdly, Russell had from the beginning special views about
philosophy, which closely associate it with logic
and with
mathematics. 'That all sound philosophy should begin with
an
analysisof propositionsis,, he writes, .a truth too obvious,per.
haps, to dernanda proof.' Thus whereasfor most previous com.
mentators kibniz had been pre-eminently the creator of
an
imaginative world-view which ,reconciled scienceand religion',
for Russellthe clue to the understanding of Leibniz's philosophi
- as distinct from the fairy-tales he concoctedfor the aelectation
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- lies in his belief that all propositions
of his royal correspondents
can be reducedto the subject-predicate
form, i.e. that relations
are reducible to properties of the terms between which they
hold*. Once this step is taken, Russellthought, Leibniz's metaphysical conclusions inevitably follow - or, at least, the only
alternative is Absolute Idealism. If, in the proposition x ir
related to y, r's relation to y is an attribute - what Russell calls a
immediatelyfollows that
'predicate'- of x, then the consequence
x and y are not really distinct; x's environment,in other words,
is an aspectof x itself, as Leibniz had argued.And the Absolute
Idealist carried this doctrine further by maintaining that x, too,
is an attribute - of Reality as a whole. Leibniz's importance, as
Russellseesit, consistsin his having thought out in detail the
metaphysicalimplications of the substance-attributeanalysis of
the proposition.Thus he drew the attention ofother philosophers
to consequenc€s
which might have escapedtheir notice: he got
them to seehow important it is to insist,as Russelldoes- following Moore's 'The Nature of Judgrnent'- upon the 'externality'
of relations, or in other words upon the ineducibility of relational
propositions.
Russell'semphasison the primacy of logical questions is convertedinto a theory about the natureofphilosophy in the chapter
entitled 'Logic as the Essenceof Philosophy' in Our Knowledge
of the External lVorld.'Every philosophical problem,' Russell
there wrote, 'when it ls subjectedto the necessaryanalysis and
purification,is found to be not really philosophicalat all, or else
to be, in the sensein which we are using the word, logical.' By
'logical' he means'arising out of the analysisof propositions',
or, as he also puts the matter, out of the attempt to determine
what kinds of fact there are, and how they are related one to
another.
Russell, then, deserts the British empiricist tradition that the
essenc€
of philosophyis psychological- althouglt it is interesting
to observethat in his later work he manifests a certain tendency
to reinstatepsychology,and to return in more waysthan one to a
philosophyvery like Hume's. As well, he is contestingthe not
uncommon view that philosophy consists of the defence of a
rBy the'subject-predicate form'Russell and most ofhis successorsmean
what could be less misleadingly described as 'the substance-attribute' form.
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partl pris - an ethical, religious, or social outlook
which philos
ophy exists to justify and must not question.The philosopher,
he maintains in his .Scientific Method in philosophy, (tgU,
reprinted tn Mysticism and Logic, lgl1), must
Ue :ettricatty
neutral', scientific, impartial. Any other sort of philosophy
ho
dcscribesas 'pre-Copernican, on the ground that it procieds
as
if the human being, with his specia ethicat interests,
were the clue
to the understandingof the Universe. Thus Russell stands
frmly
for that 'submission to fact, which Clifford had extolled
and
Jameshad condemnedas neither possible nor desirable.
Although there was much in The philosophy of Leibniz
to
attract the eye of an attentive reader, Tlte principles of
Marhematics (19o3) frst made it perfectly crear that a new force
had
British philosophy. The rigorous philosophical examination of logico-mathematical ideas was a genuine novelty,
and
th;r9 yas an atmosphere of intellectual adventure
about tho
whole book which stamped it as an achievement of
the ftst
order.
Once more, Russell's indebtednessis primarily to Continental
ideas.He tells us that ou his first introdu&ion to
ieometry he had
been distressedto find that Euclid beganfrom axioms which
had
to be assumedwithout proof: the idea of a mathematics
which
was absolutely certain, which contained no loophole through
wh]9h error could wriggle in, obviously attracted him from
his
earliest days. Mathematicians rike weierstrass showedhim
what
mathematicalrigour could be like; peano opened his eyes
to tho
possibility of constructing a single deductive system
of mathematics, resting on a bare minimum of definitions and elementary
propositions. But fike Frege before him _ although
at fust ln
ignoranceof Frege'swork - Russellcould be content with nothing
less than the defnition of peano,s primitive mathematical
conceptions in wholly logicAl terms. The principles of Mathematics
setsout to showhow this can be donb; in particular,Russellthere
tries to formulatethe logicalprinciplesand methodswhich,
soho
thinks, must be involvedin any constructionof mathematics.No
work sinceAristotle,s time has had so striking *
upon the
logrc ordinarily taugfit at'niversities. Then Russel"fot
went on, now
in conjunction with his former mathematicsteacherA. N. Whitehead, to undertake in detail the construction of mathematics
out
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of logic in the threevolumesof PrincipiaMat hematica(1910-13;tt
- a classicalcontribution to symbolic logic which, however, by
its very intricacy persuadedmost philosophers that this sort of
logic was not for them.*
Like Husserl, Russell distinguishessharply between logic and
psychology. 'It is plain,' he writes, 'that when we validly infer
one proposition from another, we do so in virtue of a relation
which holds between the two propositions whether we perceive
it or not'; this relation - 'implication' - not the human activity
of inferring, ls the principal subject-matterof logic. That is the
crucialpoint of oppositionbetweenRussell'slogic and the Idealist
'morphology of knowledge' or Dewey's 'logic of inquiry'. In
inferring, according to Russell, the human being is 'purely
receptive'; he simply 'registers' the fact that an implication is
present.For Bradley and for Dewey, on the contrary, inferenceis
a'construction'which arisesout of, and is only discussable
within the contextof, the attempt to undertakean inquiry. But Bradley's own developmgnt had been in the direction of emphasizing
the 'objectivity' of inference, and Russell was simply pushing
that objectivity harder.
TlaePrinciples of Mathematics begins with an extraordinarily
audacioussentence:'Pure Mathematicsis the classof all propositionsof the form "p implies4", wherep and 4 are propositions
containing one or more variables, the same in the two propositions, and neitherp nor 4 contains any constants except logical
constants.' A 'constant' is defined as 'something absolutely
definite,concerningwhich thereis no ambiguity whatever.'Thus
Socratesin 'Socratesis a man' is a 'constant', as contrasted
with the r of if x is a man, x is mortal', which doesnot refer to
any specfficpersonand is thereforea 'vadable'.
Russelladmits that it is diffcult to make precisewhat is meant
by a 'variable'. The sameis true, he also grants, of a 'logical
constant'- that specialtype of constantwhich, on his view, is the
only sort to be found in the propositionsof pure mathematics.ls
rRussell agrees with them. 'Logic,' he says in the Preface to Human
Kmwledge (1948), 'is not part of philosophy.' This does not mean that he
now rejects the view that'logic is the essenceof philosophy'. 'Logic' in
Iluman Knowledge means the construction of deductive systems; the'logic'
which is the essenceofphilosophy, as we saw, is an attempt to describe what
kinds of facts there are.
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(Wc could put his point roughly by saying that mathematical
propositions assert that whatever has a certain general structure
must also have a certain other structure; they make no reference
to this or that particular entity. As he says later, .proper names
play no pafi in mathematics'. This is Russell'sversion of the
Platonic-Cartesian
doctrinethat mathematicsis about .essences',
not about' existences'.)
If'logical constants'are too fundamentalto be defined,they
can, Russell thinks, at least be enumerated.Russell'sfirst list
readsasfollows: 'Implication, the relation of a term to the classof
which it is a member, the notion of such that, the notion of relation, and such further nbtions as may be involved in the general
notion of propositionsof the sameform.' Thesefurther notions
are 'propositional function, class, denoting, and any or every
term'. Of theseconstants,we shall be able to cofirnent only on
five of the most important - propositional function, implication,
relation, classand denotation.
By a'propositional function'Russell meansan expressionliko
'xis aman', which in itself is neithertrue nor false;it is converted
into a proposition by substituting, say,Socratesfor x. His theory
of implication rests on this distinction between proposition and
propositional function. There are, he says,two types of implice.
tion - 'material' and 'formal'. A propositionp materiallyimplier
a proposition 4, if it is not the casethat p is true and 4 is falso;
thus material implication is a relation betweenpropositions.A
formal implication, on the other hand, relates propositional
functions; thus 'x is a man' formally implies ,x is mortal'. And
just as a propositional function can be regarded as a class of
propositions- all thosepropositionswith.is a man'for their
predicate- so also a formal implication is a classof inaterial
implications. Thus 'x is a man formally implies x is mortal'
assertsthe classof material implications,.Jonesis a man materi.
ally implies Jones is mortal, Smith is a man materially implicc
Smithis mortal. ...'
Russe[ recognizesno other variety of implication. He arguer
that'q can be deducedfrom p' meansexactly the same thip3
as "p materially implies4' - evenalthough it then follows, as wo
have alreadyseen,*that any proposition can.bededucedfrom I
rSeo p. 140 abovo.
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false proposition - and that a true proposition is deducible from
any proposition whatsoever. Moore, however, in his essay on
'External and Internal Relations' characterizedRussell's identification of is materially implied Dy with is deduciblefrom as
'simply an enormoushowler'. He introduc€dthe word'entails',
now in common use amongst philosophers, to refer to that relation betweenp and 4 which entitles us to say of q that it must be
true if p is true.
Russellhimself, in the first of his Meinong articles, showssome
that 'there
signsofuneasiness,particularly over the consequence
is a mutual implication of any true propositions'. 'It must be
admitted,' he writes, 'that one-sided inferences can practically
bemadein many cases,and that consequentlysomerelation other
than that consideredby symbolic logic must be involved when
we infer.' But he seemsto think that the illegitimateconsequences
of his dealings with imptcation can be laid on the doorstep of
epistemologl, so that symbolic logic can be left free to live its
gay and unfettered life.
On relations, Russell adds little to Peirce except clarity of
exposition.l6 But it is certainly as a result of Russell's emphasis
on relational propositions that they cameinto their own amongst
philosophers. His theory of classesand of class-membership,
likewise, at first follows closely in the footsteps of his immEdiate
predecessors.It is in terms of classesthat he proposes to define
natural numbers, and through that definition all the fundamental
notions of arithmetic. Arithmeticians like Peano had already
maintainedthat all other numberscould be definedin terms of the
natural numbers; if Russell can define the natural numbers in
terms of classes,he has prove.4 he thinks, that mathematics
has no need of numerical, as distinct from merely logical, oon'
stants,
Russell defines a cardinal number - which is always, he says,
the number of a class- as 'the class of all classessimilar to the
given class'; a class ha^ssix members, on this definition, if it
belongsto the classto which all classessimilar to it belong.'Similar' has a specialtechnical sense- it means'having the same
numberas'. Russellhad thereforeto meet the objectionthat his
dcfinition is circular, that he is defining the number of a classas
that classto which all classeswith the samenu4ber belong. His
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reply is that he can define 'similarity' or 'having the samenum.
ber' in non-numerical terms, two classes having the sam€
number when they can be conelated one-to-one.Nor do we neod
the number one,he further maintains,to establisha ,one-to-onor
correlation; a relation is one-to-one when if x stands in thir
relation to y and so doesxr, then x and xr are identical,and if.r
has this relation to y and to y1, then y and yr are identical. For
example, to say that there is a one-to-one correlation between
legal wives and legal husbands in a christian community is to
assertthat ifx is the legnl husbandofy and rt is the legal husband
of y, then x and xl are identical; and if x is the legal husbandof
y andyr, then y and yt are identical. Thus, Russellmaintains, hil
definition of numbers in terms of similar classesinvolves no
circularity.
In this definition of number is illustrated one of the central
techniquesof Russell'sphilosophicalmethod- what he calls ,tho
principle of abstraction' and might have lessmisleadingly named
'the principle of dispensingwith abstraptions'. On the normal
view, a 'number' is picked out, by abstraction,from a set of
groups which possessacommon numerical property. But Russell
objects that there is no way ofshowing that there is only one suoh
property - the one we have picked out: abstraction leaves ut,
indeed, with a class of properties, when we were in search of I
single property. The 'principle of abstraction' - which can bo
employed whenevgr certain formal conditions are satisfiedll?avoids this difficulty: it defnes by referenceto a classconsistingof
all the classeswhich have a unique relation (for example,one-tdone correspondence)to each other. Such a definition does not
rule out the possibility, Russell will freely grant, that there is a
property cornmon to all the membersof theseclasses,bat it doeg
not needto make that preumption, Here, for the first time, thero
clearly emergeswhat was to become a principal driving-forco
fehind Russell'sphilosophy - the desireto reducethe number of
entities and properties which mwt be presumedto exist in ordor
to give a'compl€te accountof the world'.
Even if the definition of numbersin terms of classesis not para.
doxical initself, it threatened,Russellsoon discovered,to produco
paradoxes; there were difficult€s, in particular, in the notion of 'E
class of all classes'.This, it seemedobvious, is itself a class; it
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follows that it is itself a member of the classof all classes,i:e. that
it includesitself as a member.And it is not unique in this respe€t:
the classof things which are not men, to mention another case,is
itself somethingwhich is not a man. On the other hand, there are
classeswhich do not include themselves.The classof things which
are merr,for example,is not itself a man.
It appears,then, that classescan be ofeither of two types: those
which are membersof themselves,and those which are not members of themselves.Now suppose we consider the class which
consistsof all the classeswhich are not membersof themselves.
Is this classa member of itself or not ? If it is a member of itself,
then it is not one of the classeswhich are not membersof themselves;and yet to be a member of itself, it must be one of those
classes.Here, then, there is a manifest contradiction. But equally
if it is not a member of itself, then it is not one of those classes
which are not members of themselves- again a contradiction.
Thus we are led to an antinomy; either altemative implies a
contradiction.
Paradoxes,of course,were no novelty. One of them, the paradox of the liar, is alnost as old as philosophy. Russell restatesit
asfollows: Supposea man says'I am lying', then if what he says
is true he is lying, i.e. what he saysis not true, and if what he says
is not true, then also he is lying, i.e. what he says is true. Such
familiar paradoxes had usually been passed by as mere ingenuities; but the paradox of'the class of all classes'could not
be so lightly regarded,and the samewas true of other paxadoxes
which had raisedtheir headin mathematicsand in logic.
Russell,by now awareof Frege'swork, senthim his paradox.r8
Fregewas geatly perturbed. 'Hardly anything more unfortunate
can afect a scientific writer,' he wrote in an Appendix to his
Fundamental
Lawsof Arithmetic,'than to haveone of the foundations of his edifice shaken after the work is finished' - and
Russell's paradox, he thought, did shake the foundations. The
difficultj, as Frege saw it, is that if the logistic construction of
arithmetic is to be carried through, we must be able to passfrom a
properlyconstitutedconceptto its extension,sothat in the present
casewe ought to be able to talk without contradiction about the
members of the properly constiluted class of classeswhich are
not membersof themselves.Yet this isjust what Russell'sparadox
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seemedto rule out. Fregeattempteda solution of the difficulty:
he so modified his previous accountof'equal extensions'as to
excludethe extensionof a conceptfrom the classof objectswhich
fall under it. It will then be no longer permissibleto say that tho
classof things which are not men - the extension of the concopt
'not-men'- is itself not a man, or that the classof classeswhich
axenot membersof themselvesis a memberof itself. In general,
he believed,the addition of limiting conditions to his proofs
would enablehim to avoid Russell'sparadoxes.
Russell'sown solution is more radical - the introduction of a
theory of types.tcNot that he was ever wholly satisfiedwith it.
He describesit, indeed,as chaoticand unfinished.But it has had
important effectson thedevelopmentof contemporaryphilosophy.
The paradoxesall arise, he argues,out of a certain kind of
vicious circle.2oSuch a vicious circle is generatedwheneverit is
supposedthat 'a collection of objects may contain members
which can only be definedby meansof the collectionas a whole.'
To take a case:supposewe say'all propositionshavethe property
X.' On the face of it, this is itself a proposition, so that the class
of propositionshasamongits membersone which presumesthat
the classhas been completed- becauseit talks of 'all propositions.'- beforeit has itself beenmentioned.This contradictionthat the class must at once have been completed and not been
completed- brings out the fact that there is no suchc/as,r.'Wo
shall thereforehave to say,' Russellconcludes,'that statements
about "all propositions" are meaningless.'Thenhow are we to
develop a theory of propositions? The pseudo-totality 'all
propositions', Russell replies, must be broken up into sets of
propositions,eachcapableof beinga genuinetotality, after which
a separatea@ountcan be given ofeach suchset.This'breaking
up ' is the objectof the theory of types; it is, however,appliedto
propositional functions rather than to propositions, because
they, Russellthinks, aremore important for mathematics.
Properlyspeaking,there are two theoriesof types- the simple
and the rainified.The simpletheory dependsupon the conception
of a 'range of significance'.In the propositional function 'x
is mortal', Russellargues,x can be replacedby certain constantg
in such a way as to form a true proposition, by others so as to
forsr a false proposition, but in certain cases the resulting

propositionwill be neither true nor false,but meaninglsss.*fhs
constantswhich, when substituted for x, form a meaningful
proposition are said to constitutethe 'range of significance'or
'type' of the function. In the caseof 'r is mortal' the range of
significanceis restrictedto particularentities.It is alwayssensible,
evenil false, to assertof any particular thing that it is mortal, but
it is without meaning, Russellnow says,to describe,say, 'the
classof men' or'humanity'as beingmortal. The generalprinciple
is that a function must alwaysbe of a higfier type than its 'argument', That is why'mortal' can take 'Socrates'as its argument,
but cannot be meaningfullypredicatedof 'the classmen', and
that is why, also, a thing can be a memberof a classbut a class
cannot be and cannot fail to be - the denial would be as meaninglessas the affirmation - a member of annhing lessthan a class
of classes.(Justas an individual can be a memberof a club, but a
club cannot be a memberof anythinglessthan an associationof
clubs.)In the paradox of the classwhich is a member of itself,
this rule, Russellsays,had been ignored. It had been presumed
that all classesare ofa singletype, and that any classcould be a
member of another class. But this supposition gives rise, he
argues,to a vicious circle : ' the classof all classes'would then be a
c/assadditionat to the 'all classes'of which it is the class.Once
the distinction between types is firmly maintained, it will be
obviousnonsenseto sayofa classeither that it is or that it is not a
memberof itself.Thusthe dreadedantinomyvanishes.
Russell thinks that distinctions between types have been unconsciouslyrespectedin everydayspeech,unconsciouslybecause
no one would want to say,for example,that 'Humanity is not a
man'. But whereasthe differencein type between 'Humanity'
and 'a man' is an obvious one, the fundamental notions of
logic - such notions as truth, falsity, function, property, classhave,he says,no fixed or definitetype.We havebeenaccustomed
to talk simply about 'truths', whether we mean first order truths
(x r'sy) or second-ordertruths (x ls y is true) or third-order truths
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*There was, it should be observed - for the contrary is sometimes
asserted- no novelty in the trichotomy, true, false, meaningless.As Russell
himself points out, it was to be found even in the older logics - quite
explicitly in Mill's System oflogic - and we have already had occasion to
rcfer to it in talking about Frege, for example"
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( x is y is true' is true). paradoxesare then
inevitable; we are led
to_imagine
that propositionsabout truths axe,astrue,abor4t
themselves, whereas they are really second_ordertruths
about frstorder truths, and we are soon flounderingin
a seaof nonsense.
The ody way out, Russell thinks, is always explicifly
to mention
what order of truths, or classes,or functions we are
tatking about. r
The simple theory of types, according to
Russell, does not
sufficeto remove all risk of paradox. It is necessary
to make further distinctions,he thinks, betweentypes.
Compare the two
propositionalfunctions, .r is a general'and .x
has all the properties of a great general'. They have the
samerange of significance; 'Napoleon' could be sensiblysubstituted
for x in both
cases.But the predicate .all the properties of great
a
general,
is an illegitimate totality, since it itr"r *outa
be one such
property. This totality can be avoided,
Russellargues,only by
distinguishingdifferencesof order within eachtype;
then .has all
the properties of a great general' wilr be of a trigt
er order than
'is a general',and will not itself 6e a property. Srictr .ramineO,
a
theory oftypes is essential,he consideis,ifevery variety
oflogical
antinomy is to be successfullyavoided.
Obviously the original hierarchy of typesis greatly
_
complicated
by the introduction of the ramified ttreory. -nut
a much moro
serious handicap, in the eyesof Russell and his
critics, was that
the ramified theory seemed to rule out certain
varieties of
mathematical analysiswhich made use of what,
according to tho
ramified theory, were illegitimate totalities.zr Russell
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could overcome this difficulty with the help of .the
axiom of
reducibility'; this assertsthat correspondinglo any
assertionof
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the form 'x has all the properties of a y' there exists a formally
equivalent assertionwhich does not contain any referenceto ,all
the properties' but which, just becauseit is formally equivalent,
can replace the original assertion in mathematical reasoning.
But this axiom stood out awkwardly in the deductive system of
Principia Mathematica; and it lacked the 'self-evidence' which
mathematicians are accustomed to demand. Not surprisingly,
other logiciansattemptedto avoid the paradoxeswithout recourse
to theramffied theory of types.
The bestknown of theseattemptsis contained in F. P. Ramsey's
essayon 'The Foundation of Mathemdtiea',zz
and in the second
edition of TfrePrinciplesof MathematicsRussellacceptsRamsey's
solution. According to Ramsey, Russell has grouped together
paradoxes which are quite different in character - those which
(like the paradox about classes)arise within the attempt to construct a logical systemand those which (like the paradox of the
liar) are 'linguistic' or'semantic'in their origin, i.e. which arise
only when we try to talk about that system.The simple theory of
types, Ramsey argues - following Peano - suffices to resolve
paradoxesofthe frst sort, and they are the only oneswhich r6ally
matter to the logician as such.Paradoxesofthe secondtype can
be removed by clearing up ambiguities; they depend upon the
ambiguity of everydaywords like 'means', 'names', 'defines'.
Thus the ramified theory of types is in neither casenecessary,and
themuch-despised
'axiom of reducibility'can be abandoned.23
The effect,then, of Russell'stheory of typesis that, like Moore's
account of'analysis', it encouragedthe view that linguistic
inquiries,of one sort or another,are of specialimportanceto the
philosopher. The sameeffect, even more obviously, flowed from
Russell's theory of funoting: and the discussion of this 'logical
constant' will leadus into the heart of Russell'sphilosophy.
As we have already seen, Russell's early metaphysicsderived
from Moore. lOn fundamental questions of philosophy,' he
wrote in The Principlesof Mathematics,'my position, in all its
chief features,is derivedfrom Mr G. E. Moore. I have accepted
from him the non-existential nature ofpropositions (except such
as happen to assert existence) and their independenceof any
knowingmind - also the plualism which regardsthe world, both
that of existents and that of entities, as composedof an infinite
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number of mutually independententities, with relations which arc
ultimate and not reducible to adjectivesof their terms or of thc
whole which these compose.'Theseentities are the 'terms' in
propositions.
With this ontology is associateda theory of language..It must
b€ admitted,'he wrote, 'that every word occurring in a sentencc
must have somemeaning . . . the correctnessof our philosophical
analysisof a proposition may therefore be usefully checkedby thc
exerciseof assigningthe meaning of each word in the sentence
expressingthe proposition.' Every word a meaning,everymeaning
an entity - theseare theprinciples on which Russellat first worked.
Heis alreadyrecopizing, however,inhis analysisof 'denoting,,
as Frege had before him, that the grammatical structure of a
proposition can be misleading.A conceptmay occur in a proposition which is not, in spite of appearances,about that concept but
about 'a terrr connected in a certain peculiar way with tho
concept'. Thus 'I met a man', for example,does uot mean ,f
met the concept" mar "' ;' a man' here' denotes'someparticula^r
human being. Similarly, although lessobviously, 'Man is mortal'
is not about the concept 'Man'. 'We should be surprised to find
im the Times,' Russell writes, 'such a uotice as the following
*Djed at his residence
in Camelot, Gladstone Rd., Upper Toot
ing, on the 18thof June,lF, Man, eldestson of Death and Sin".'
And yet that announcement ought to provoke no surprise if
'Man'ismortal,
ln The Principles of Mathematics, however, propositions liko
'the King of Englandis bald'are not subjectedto any consider.
able transformation; this proposition means, Russell says, that
'the man denotedby the phrase"the King of England" is bald'.
It was the consequences
ofthis interpretation which provoked tho
new theory of denoting presentedin Russell's'On Denoting'
(Mind,l909.zr1tr" t*.s which intervenedbetweenThePrinciples
of Mathematics and 'On Denoting' Russell had devoted to thc
study of Meinong, At first, he was confirmed in his allegianco
to the philosophy he had learned from Moore. But doubts crept
in : Meinong's 'objects ' beganto lookkke a reductioad absurdum
of Moore's 'concepts'. It was all very well for Meinong to talk
with scorn of'the prejudicein favour of the actual'; that 'pre.
judice', recbristened 'a robust sense of reality', is essential,
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Russellcameto thinft, 16 any scientific philosophy. 'The senseof
reality,'as he eventually summedthe matter up in his Introduction
to Mathematical Philosophy(1919),'is vital in logic, and whoever
juggles with it by pretending that Hamlet has another kind of
reality is doing a disserviceto thought.'
Yet what is to be sai4 in terms of 'reality', about such assertions as,in a Republicanage,'the King of Franceis bald'? This
cannot mean that 'the man denoted by the phrase "the King of
France" is bald', becausethere is no suchentity for the phraseto
denote. Meinong had said that it refers to an object which lies
'outside of being', an object to which the law of contradiction
does not apply, since one can say of it, with equal truth, that it
has and that it has not any property we care to mention. Of a
non-existentKing of France we are entitled to say that he is bald
or that he is not-bal4 just as strikes our fancy. This is the point at
which Russell's new-found senseof reality revolted. There must,
he thought, be another way out, a way which does not involve
interpreting the phrase 'the King of France' as referring to any
entity whatsoever.And that is what he soughtin his new theory of
denoting, and, in particular, in what he came to call 'the theory
ofdescriptions'.
By a'denoting phrase',he first of all explains- and it is worth
observing that it is ngw phrases,n'ot concepts,which denote - he
means such phrases as the following: 'a man, some men, any
man, everyman, all men, the presentKing of England, the present
King of France, the centre of mass of the Solar System at the
fust instant of the present century, the revolution of the earth
around the sun, the revolution of the sun around the earth.' He
offers no general charccteization of such phrases,but it is clear,
at least,that they are none ofthem'proper names',and yet that
they can stand asa graarmaticalsubjectin a sentence.
The fundamental principle of Russell's theory of denoting,
indeed, is that - in opposition to Mill - these denoting phrases
are not namesfor entities, even although their being used as the
subjectof sentencesmakes them look as if they were. He tried to
prove his point by so reformulating sentencescontaining denoting
phrasesas to retain the meaning of the original sentencewithout
ernployingany denoting phrase.If this can be done, the presumption is, it will no longer be necessaryto supposethat a denoting
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phrase names some specific entity; then Meinong's unreal
'objects' can be abandoned - on the principle of .Occam's
ramr',tbatenlities ought not to be multiplied exceptof necessity.
We can illustrate Russell's general proeedure from the .most
primitive' cases- 'everything', 'nothing', 'something'. Such a
propositionas'everythingis c', Russellsays,doesnot assertthat
there is a mysteriousentity everythingwhichcanbe truly described
as c. That there is no need to supposethe existenceof such an
entity comes out in the fact that 'everything is c' can be reformulated as 'for all values of x, ".r is c" is true', which makes
no mention of 'everything' and yet which fully expresseswhat
was originally asserted.
A more complex, and a more important, caseis what Russell
later called 'the definite description' - denoting phrases which
contain 'the'.* On the face of it, a phraselike 'the so-and-so'
must refer to an entity: Frege, for example, had thought that
'the' was the sign par excellencethat an'object' was being
referred to. But such a proposition as 'the author of lltaverley
is Scotch', which one would ordinarily suppose to predicate a
property of a particular entity, 'the author of Waverley', is not,
Russellargues,about the author of Waverleyat all. This proposition asserts,he tries to show, a conjunction of three propositions:
'(a) at least one person wrote Waverley, (b) at most one per.
son wrote Waverley,(c) whoever wrote Waverleyis Scotch.' Or,
more formally, 'there is a term c such that (l) ".tr wrote
ll/averley" is equivalent,for all valuesof x, to ".r is c" andQ)" c
is Scotch".'
This reformulation doesnot mention 'the author of lVaverley';
that means that we could intelligibly assert that 'the author of
lVaverleyis Scotch'even if Waverleyin fact had no author. In
that case, our assertion would be false, since proposition (a) 'at leastone person wrote Waverley'- would be a falseproposition, but it would not be nonsensical.Now we can understand,
then, how an assertionlike 'the King of France is bald'- which
is precisely parallel to 'the author of lVaverleyis Scotch'- can
have a sense,even although there is no entity named by'the King
of France', no Meinongian object.
'As distinct ftom indefinite descriptions, containing'a'. See particularly
Russcll's Introduction to Mathematical Philosophy on descriptions.
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Russell was by now well embarked upon what was to be his
main philosophical occupation. 'Occam's razor' dealt destruction
like a sword - rurnecessaryentities were miraculously cut down
right and left. Numbers, as something distinct from classesof
of classes,had beenthe first to go; but the victory over Meinong's
'objerts' had beena more sweepingone. And they were soon to
bejoined in Hadesby more commonplace-lookingvictims.
Definite descriptions, Russell had argued, are 'incomplete
symbols' - what Frege had called 'names of a function' - as
distinct from 'complete symbols', i.e. proper names (the names
ofarguments). They havea usein sentences,but they do not name
entities. The same is true, Principia Mathematica suggests,of
'classes'; classes,too, are 'symbolic linguistic conventions',
usedin order to make statementsabout functions of propositional
functions.The assertion'theclass"man" is includedin the class
"mortals"' looks like a statementabout the relation between
two entities,the class'man' and the class'mortals'. But in fact,
Russellmaintains, it is no more than a shorthand formulation of
the proposition '".tr is a man" formally implies "r is mortal".'
There is no entity, as Russell had at first supposed, which is
namedby the phrase' the classas ons'.
Similarly, whereasin suchearly articlesas'Is Positionin Time
or SpaceAbsolutqor Relative?'(Mind,190l), Russellhad operated freely with spatial'points' and temporal 'instants'- ultimate
units of space and of time - Whitehead now persuaded him
that sentences which apparently refer to such entities can,
without loss of meaning, be translated into statementsabout the
relations between 'events'. Points, instants, particles, sharedthe
fate of numbers, classes,the author of. lf;averley and the present
Kingof France.
So far, however, the ordinary objects of everyday 1ife, tables,
chairs, our own and other people's minds, had been left untouched.But the processby which they are gradually disintegrated
into classesof'sensibilia' is already under way in The Problems of Philosophy (1912). In the preface to that book, Russell
acknowledgeshis indebtednessto those lecturesof Moore which
were published in 1953as SomeMain Problemsof Philosophy;he
agreeswith Moore, in particular, that what we are immediately
acquaintedwith are sensedata,not physical objects
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But there are notable differencesbetween Russell'sepistemology and Moore's; the existenceof physical objects,to Russell,isa
scientific hypothesis- parallel, say, to an hypothesisin physicswhich we aacept as being true becauseit allows us to give a
'more simple' account of the behaviour of our sense-datathan
any other hypothesiswhich has occurred to us. It is not, as it was
for Moore, somethingthat we'immediatelyknow'. And Russell,s
argument in favour of the view that we do not directly perceive
physical objects appeals to 'what science tells us' about the
nature of perception, in contrast with Moore's appeal to .commonsense' and to familiar sensory illusions. Furthermorg
the whole atmosphereof The problems of philosophy is logicomathematical, in the C-artesianstyle; Russell sets out in search
of the indubitable, of what it is impossibleto doubt, and criticizes
our everydaybeliefs from that standpoint. It is already clear that
Russell, althoueh he makes certain concessionsto .commonsense'in the form of 'what we instinctivelybelieve,,will not be
permanently satisfied by the loose and somewhat precarious
structure of Moore's'defence of commonsense,;it is science,not
cornmonsense,which he is anxiousto defendandit is science,too,
which must sit in judgement on that defence.
The searchfor the indubitable, in Theproblems of philosophy,
is formulated as an attempt to discover those objects with which
we are immediately 'acquainted'. Russelltakes over from James,
who had in tum, oddly enough, learnt it from Grote - so that
this doctrine travelled from one Cambridge man to another via
Cambridge, Mass. - his distinction between knowledge by
acquaintanceand knowledge by description; this is the point at
which Russell'sanalysisof denoting bearsdiretly on his general
philosophy.zs1ryshave ' knowledgeby acquaintance'of an object
if we are 'directly aware' of it. The most obvious case,Russell
thinks, is the sense-datum:I can be directly aware that I am
experiencing a certain sense-datum.And it follows, he more
hesitantly concludes, that I am also directly aware of the .I'
that doesthis experiencing,and of its mental states.
Mental states, our own self, and sense-dataare the ooly
'particulars', he thinks, with which we have direct acquaintance.
But we are also acquainted with 'universals, - with whiteness
and beforenessan_ddiversity. When we experienceone sense210
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datum as before another one, for example, we axe acquainted
with a universal, the relation' before'.
We are not acquainted, he argues, with physical objects; we
know such an object as a table as that to which a certain description applies- as,say,'the thing whichcausesthesesense-data'
- and it is only by inference, not by direct perception, that we
know that there is any such thing. Nor are we acquaintedwith
other human beings,even with those whose 'personal acquaintance' we are a@ustomedto claim. Such human beings, he
thinks, are in the same position as physical objects: they are
inferencesfrom our sense-data.As for people with whom we are
not in the ordinarysense'acquainted'- JuliusCaesar,for example
- we know them, more obviously, through descriptions:as, to
keepthe sameinstance,'the man who crossedthe Rubicon'.
On the faceof it, this is an odd doctrine. 'Julius Caesar'is not
the sort of thing we should ordinarily call 'a description', and
in such assertionsas 'Julius Caesarcrossedthe Rubicon' Julius
Caesarseemstobewhat wearcdescribing,not a description.But,
Russell objects, we cannot possibly talk about anything which
lies beyond the reach of our acquaintance; this proposition,
therefore, cannot .be about Julius Caesar, grammatical appearan@sto the contrary notwithstanding.'Every proposition
which we can understand,'he says,'must be composedwholly of
constituentswith which we are acquainted.'A propositionwhich
appe:trsto be about Julius Caesar must really be about certain
sense-data(something, in this case, that we have been told or
have read) and certain universals. Thus just as the author of
Waverleyis not the true subjectof propositionslike 'the author
of Waverleyis Scotch', so, too, according to Russell. Julius
Caesaris not the true subjectof propositionslike 'Julius Caesar
crossedthe Rubicon'. Although'thedetailsare complicated,such
propositions,he thinks, can be reducedby the methodscharacteristic of his 'theory of descriptions' to propositions which,
without mentioning Julius Caesar,still manage to convey all
that the original propositionasserted.
The problem now arises- what about our knowledgeofgeneral
principles?Is that reducible to statementsabout objects with
which we are acquainted?There is no difficulty, on Russell's
view, about mathematical propositions; these, he thinks, relate
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universals, and we are acquainted with universals. But the
inductive principle he finds more puzzting. Like Hume, he
thinks that if this principle is unsound, .we have no reason to
expectthe sun to rise tomorrow, or to expectbread to be more
nourishingthan a stone'; but, also like Hume, he doesnot see
how the inductive principle can either be a relation between
universals or an inference from experience.He is forced to the
conclusion,highly uncomfortablealthough it is, that .all know_
ledge which is basedupon what we have experiencedis based
upon a beliefexperiencecan neither confirm nor refute and yet
which seemsto be as firmly rooted as any of the facts of ixperience'.This was one of the soreplacesin his philosophy; his
attempt$to heal it were finally to lead,in his Human Knowledge:
Its Scopeand Limits (1949),to a position considerablyremote
fromThe Problemsof Philosophy.
Another sore place was the status of the physical object.
Physicsis supposedto be an empirical science,yet _ as Russell
pointed out in his essayon .The Relation of Sense_Datato
Physics' (Scientia, 1914, reprinted tn Mysticism and Logic,
l9l7) - physicsitself tells us that what we perceive is somethini
entirely different in character from the entities which form thi
subject-matterof physics.. Moleculeshaveno colour, atomsmake
no noise, electrons have no taste, and corpusclesdo not even
smell' - yet what we directly experienceis always a colour, a
sound, a taste or a smell. How then, Russell asks, can the
existenceof physical objects be verified by the sense_data
we
experience?He had so far presumedthat the existenceof such
entitiescan somehowbe inferredfrom sense-data.
But he cameto
agreewith Berkeley that such an inference_ to entities quite
different in nature from anything we can experience_ is in
principle impossible.Unless physical objects are in some way
reducible to sense-data,physics must, he thinks, be a mere
fantasy.
rr fhs difficulties in such a reduction were, on
the face of it,
insuperable.Sense-data,
as they had ordinarily beendefned, are
subjectiveand discontinuous;physicalobjectsare objectiveand
continuous. Different persons experienceincompatible sense_
data; how cana penny,say,consistofthe round sense_datum
you
experienceand the elliptical sense-datumI experience?With the
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help of lessonshe had learnt from the New Realists - especially
T. P. Nunn and S. Alexanderin England and E. B. Holt in the
United States26- Russell thought he could overcome these
objections.
The major points2zare, first, that a sense-datumis not'subjective' - it is neither a mental statenor a constituentin sucha
state; secondly,that once this is recognized,there is in principle
no difficulty in supposingthat there are 'sensibilia' - objects
'which have the samemetaphysicaland physicalstatusas sensedata but which are not actually being perceivedby anybody';
and thirdly, that the supposed'incompatibility' of sense-data
rests on a simple-mindedconception of spaceand time. Since
sense-dataare objective, the argument then runs, physicat objects
can be defined as series of sense-data,linked together by sensibilia.The supposedly'incompatible'sense-data
will be different
members,in different 'private spaces',of such a seriesof sensedata. Thus, accordingto Russe[ a penny, for example,consists
of the elliptical sense-datumwhich occurs in your private space
and the round sense-datumthat occurs in my private space,
together with various other sense-datain other private spaces.
These various appearances,he says, form 'one thing', in the
sensethat they 'behavewith respectto the laws of physics,in a
way in which seriesnot belonging to one thing would in general
not behave' - at least, this is true of the 'things' with which
physicsis concerned.The''things'of commonsense,
accordingto
Russell, are conceived with so little precision that a satisfactory
accountof their construction is scarcelypossible.
Physics,Russell concludes,stands in no need of'physical
objects'understoodas somethingwholly distinct in nature from
sense-data.
And it is, he says,the suprememaxim of all scientific
philosophizingthat' whereverpossiblb,logical constructionsare
to be substitutedfor inferredentities'.28Thus ifphysical objects
can be constructedout of sense-data,a 'scientific' philosopher
ought obviously to abandon the doctrine, which Russell had
held in TheProblemsof Philosophy,that their existencehas to be
'inferred' as a relativelysimpleexplanationof the sense-datawe
experience.
At this stagein Russell'sphilosophy, then, the world as the
scientific philosopher sees it consists of sensedata, universals,
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and mental facts. Russellhad by now rejectedthe view that we are
directly acquainted with a self over and above particurar mental
facts; he still held, however,that mental facts are quite distinct
from sense-data.Believing, willing, wishing, experiencing,
he
thought,are mentalfacts; what is experienced,willed, wishedfor,
in contrast,is a seriesofsense-data.
Belief,however,was an embarrassment
to him, as becameparticularly clear when, partly under Wittgenstein'sinfluence,he
tried to formulate what he called .the philosophy of logical
atomism.'2eThe philosophy of logical atomism, as Russell
conceivesit, is an attempt to describethe kind of facts there are
just as zoology tries to describethe diflerent
types of animal. He
still, that is, acceptsMoore's view that philosophytries to give .a
generaldescriptionof the whole universe,.Russell
beginswith a
description of the fundamentar constituenrsof facts - the logical
atoms. These, Russell not surprisingly maintains, are of two
kinds, sense-dataand universals.An .atomic factt _ a typicat
example is ,4 ir before B, where I and B are sense_data_
has
thesebasicelementsasits constituents.
Facts can be particular, like .this is white', or universal,like
'all men are mortal'. It is impossibleto regard the world
as
w-holly composedof particular facts, Russell says, becausethat
view would itself involve thegeneral fact that at;mic facts af,e
all
the facts that there are. And once this general fact is admitted,
there seems to be no good reason for not admitting others.
Again, a fact may be either negative or a.ffirmative.Some facts
are 'completely general' - referring not to particurar entities but
only to the generalform (or .syntax,) of statements_ these,
he
thinks' are the factsof logic. And then thereare factsabout fa,cts
and so on.
Therearenot, however,true factsand falsefacts_ only propositions can be true or falseand a proposition,Russellnow saygis
a
symbol, not a fact. .If you were making an inventory
of
the
world,'he writes,.propositionswould not comein. Factswould,
beliefs,wishes,wills, would, but propositionswould not.' It
is in
the classificationof 'propositions' that Russell'stroubles
about
beliefarise.
Propositions, according to Russell, fall into two classes
atomic and molecular. All molecular propositions can
be ep
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pressed as 'truth functions' of atomic propositions i.e. their
truth or falsity is wholly determined by the truth or falsity of the
atomic propositions which make them up. The truth of an
atomic proposition, on the other hand, can be decided only by
passingbeyond the proposition to the fact which it depicts. Thug
to take the simplest case, the molecular proposition p and q is
true if the atomic propositions p, q are both true and is false if
either of them is false, but the truth of p is independent of the
truth of any other proposition.
The problem for Russell is to fit propositions about mental
factsinto this classification.Is'I believethat xisy'an atomic or a
molecular proposition? It looks like a molecular proposition
with two constituents- I believeand x rsy. But the difficulty with
this view is that the truth or falsity of .r ir y is quite irrelevant
tothetruthof'Ibelievethatxis y'; x is y, therefore,is not a
'constituent' in'I believethat xisy'in thesensethatp is aconstituent in 'p and 4'. A belief, Russellhas to conclude,is 'a new
speciesfor the zoo'. Yet there is something unsatisfactory about
this conclusion; mental facts do not seemto be marked offfrom
other facts by logical peouliarities.
If, on the other hand, 'I believethat x is y' can be reformulated,
in the behaviourist manner, as 'when I encounter an x, I react in
suchand sucha way'- rf, for example,'I believethat snakesare
dangerous' is a way of saying such things as that 'when I see a
snake,I pick up a stick' - then there will be no needto distinguish
beliefs, or other 'mental facts', as a peculiar logical species.
Thus it is not surprising that Russell moved in this direction in
The Arulysis of Mind; significantly, he asked the behaviourist
J. B. Watson and the realist T. P. Nunn to read his proofs.ro
Russell is now in violent reaction against the wholo pattern of
ideaswithin which his own and Moore's earlier theories had been
worked out; in particular,herejectsoutright Brentano'sdefinition
of psychic phenomena. He no longer believes that the essence
of such a phenomenon consists in the fact that it 'points to an
object'; indeedhe can seeno reasonfor maintaining that there
are either 'acts' or 'objects'. 'Instead of saying "I think", it
would be better,' he writes, in a passagewhich echoes Mach,
' to say" it thinks in me" or better still " there is a thought in me".'
The form of the sentence'I think of x' suggestsimmediately
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that there is an act of thinking and an object of that apt: but in
reality, Russell is now arguing, there is only the thought, which
is'in me'in the sensethat it forms part of that seriesof events
referred to by the word 'I'. Whereashe had previously, like
Moore, insistedon the distinction betweensensationand sensedatahe now rejectssensationasa purelymythical 'act,.
This is as far as Russell ever went in the direction of neutral
monism; in The Analysis of Matter - in which he comesto terms
with Einstein's'new physics'- he turns hard a-port to something
more like, although very different from, that 'inferential' theory
of physical objects which he had maintained tn The problems of
Philosophy,The sense-dataofTheAnalysisof Mind,evenalthough
they do not depend for their existenceon somethingmental, are
yet 'subjective' in a wider sense;they exist only in relation to a
human neryous system. Indeed, Russell identffies them with
statesof that humanbrain which is ordinarily saidto .experience'
them. It is obvious,he says,that the actualprocessofsensing is
in the human brain; the process of seusing, he has argued, is
identical with the sense-datumsensed;it follows that the sensedatum, too, must be 'in the brain'.31 When the physiologist
examines a brain what he is immediately considering must be
statesof his own brain, not of the brain which he is attempting to
desciibe.
Russell came to feel, however, that the physical objds themselvescannot be thus dependenton the existenceof our nervous
system,i.e. that physical objects are not, after all, sets of sensedata. He had already admitted 'sensibilia' over and abovesensedata.Why stop at that point, he beganto ask?'It is impossibleto
lay down a hard-and-fast rule,' he wrote, 'that we can never
validly infer somethingradically different from what we observe
. . . unlessindeedwe take up the position that nothing unobserved
can ever be validly inferred. This view . . . has much in its f4vour,
from the standpoint of a strict logic; but it puts an end to
physics.'Andphysics,Russellwasdeterminedto retain.
The prgblem,as he seesit, is the old one: how is the sun I am
now seeingrelated to the sun of the astronomer, which is not
'now ' but eightminutesaway,not hot or bright, andvery different
in its structure from anything I can hope to experience?We can
infer the existenceof the astronomer's sun, Russell argues,only
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becausethere is a continuous single causalchainrz fnking events
in our nervous systemwith events in the sun. The inference can
never be urnex€rt one, becausethe causalchain is not completely
isolated; it is interfered with, in various ways, by other similar
chains,and thesedisturbancesprevent us from inferring precisely
what lies at the end of any processterminating in our nervous
system. But if it were not for the possibility of some such inference, Russell a^rgues,we could never pass beyond what he
calls'a solipsismof the moment': we would take nothing to
exist exceptthe transient sense-datum- a position, he says,which
althpugh it is logica[y unassailableno human being can consistentlymaintain.
The twists and turns in Russell's argument alter The Analysis
of Matter we cannot follow in detail. But a few points can be
picked out for special consideration, becausethey bear on those
continual preoccupationsof Russell'sphilosophy which we have
particularly emphasized. He is still trying to work towards a
satisfactory theory of belief, still worried about the relation
between physics and perception, but he seesnew difficultieg as
well, in his earlier views. From the beginning Russell has presumed that there are in our experience'particulars', which are
narned by 'logically proper' names.At frst, 'I', 'that table',
'Julius Caesar' were all regardedas logically proper names,each
referring to some unique entity with which we are acquainted
and which we can dessribe by means of universals. But as his
theory of denoting-developed, these all ceased to be proper
names; each, it was argued, is a descriptive phrase in disguise.
Only'this' survivedthe scrutiny.
In his articleson logicalatomism,Russellpointedout that' this'
played the samepart in his philosophy as 'substance'in tradi'
tional philosophies- it namedentities,'logical particulars',which
'stand entirely alone and are completelyself-subsistent'.But it
only gradually occured to him that if this is so then the classical
objectionsto 'substance'miclrt alsoapply to 'logical particulars'.
Once he noticed this fact, his whole theory of universals and
particulars took on a new complexion.
His general view - it is most fully worked out in his article
'On the Relations of Universals and Particulars' (PlS, l9l2) had always beeo that a sharp distinction can be made between
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logical particulars and universals. He had more than once been
tempted by the doctrine that universal qualities c,anbereduced to
setsof similar particulars, but he had always drawn attention to
the fact that evenin such a casethere is still at least one r niversal
relation - similarity. And why not others?
But in Meaning and Truth, he writes as follows: .I wish to
suggestthat "this is red" is not a subject-predicate
proposition
but is of the form "rednessis here,'; that .,red', is a name,not a
predicate;aJd that what would commonly be called a..thing"
is nothing but a bundle of coexisting qualities such as redness,
hardness,etc.'On any other view, he now thinks, .this' becomes
an 'unknowable somewhatin which predicatesinhere, but which
neverthelessis not identical with the sum ofits predicates,.
Russell is not, it should be observed, defning a thing as a
'meeting-placeof universals',in the manner of some ldealists.
On the contrary, he is maintaining that the qualities of a thilg arc
themselvesparticular; a'red thing' is the occurrencein a certain
place ofa specfficshadeofcolour, which ought to have a proper
name. Qualities, now, are particulars, and .things' are collections
of such qualities occurring at such and such a set of spatiotemporal co-ordinateslthe 'here' in ,rednessis here'refers to a
set of qualities by which shadesof colour are .placed, in our
visual field as having a certain absolute position there.r But this
view,he willingly admits,is'tentative'.
A further question to which he often recurs, particularly in
Human Knowledge,is a familiar one: how arethegeneralpropositions of scienceto be justified?34Andwith this is linked another
problem: what is the minimum departure from empiricism that
the philosopher is forced to admit? Russell had never been an
empiricist, in the strict sense;even rn Theproblems of phibsophy
he had rejectedthe view that all knowledgecan be derived from
experience.Mathematical propositions cannot be so derived, he
had argued,nor can the inductive principle. Yet at the sametime,
Russell's conscienceis uneasy- as if his secular-godfatherMill
were exercisinghis spiritual rights - wheneverhe passesbeyond
experience.If there are limits to empiricism, theselimits must still
be passedwith trepidation.
The outcome of his argument in The Analysis of Matter had,
been, however, that a strict empiricism - since Russell never
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questionsthat experienceis of'sense-data' - would be a 'solipsism of the moment'; it would deny that anything is real except
our present sense-datum.The question, now, for Russell is to
lay down the'postulates'which have to be addedto empiricism
if it is to be a satisfactory philosophy of science.The 'inductive
principle' is one such postulate, but Russell thinks that its
importance has been exaggerated.It is only one postulate, and
not the fundamental one. Russell uncovers quite a collection;
their general nature can be illustrated from the'postulate of
quasi-permanance' which asserts that 'given any event A, it
happensvery frequently that, at any neighbouring time, there is
at someneighbouring place an event very similar to A'. This is a
way of saying that there are continuous things, without invoking
the forbidden conception of substance.And without 'things',
Russellconsiders,physicscalmot be worked out. His canons,in
general,axean attempt to lay down the principles which have to
be adopted if scientific inference is to be possible; they are very
like the'generalrules' of Hume'sphilosophy.
Suchcanons,according to Russell,cannot be inferred from experience.Nevertheless,he also thinks, they have their foundations
in experience.They deriveout ofreflection on'animal inference'
- the habits of expectationwhich the human organismexhibits;
they pick out the principles implicit in these habits. And if their
mere existence demonstrates that empiricism, as a complete
theory of knowledge,is,untenable,that very discovery,Russell
argues,hasbeen inspired by the empirical spirit, which recognizes
'that all human knowledge is uncertain, inexact and partial'.
This is a long way from the optimism of TheProblemsof Philosopil. Russell'sphilosophicaldevelopment,it is not too much to
say, is the passagefrom Descartesto Hume epitomized.
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